
15 August 2022

Commissioners Catherine de Fontenay and Paul Lindwall
Productivity Commission inquiry into Aged Care Employment
By email: agedcareemployment@pc.gov.au

Dear Commissioners

I write to address the content of HireUp’s supplementary submission, intended in their words to
“correct some factual errors about HireUp” in Mable’s submission. There are a number of arguments
in their supplementary submission that are unclear and questions remain unanswered. It is in the
public interest that all parties are transparent with their business models to best assist the
Commission in its work.

Firstly, while HireUp acknowledge that “in early 2021, it briefly piloted a support coordination
program using contracted coordinator,” this does not explain a program launched in early 2022
enabling sole traders to offer “(NDIS) Support Coordination” and “Support Partnership” services via
HireUp. Support Partnerships is “a service created by HireUp” offered by “trusted support
professionals”.

I have included below screenshots from HireUp’s website on 9 March 2022 that promote “Be your
own boss and earn more per hour” with requirements of an ABN and evidence of insurance, which
clearly means these individuals are sole traders not employees. There is no explanation for why
these pages suddenly disappeared shortly after they were referenced in our original submission.

Further HireUp in its supplementary submission attempts to thread the needle by implying that it is
suitable to be a sole trader for certain services but not others, linking this to whether someone is
“providing hands-on disability support work.”

The implied argument means either:

a) Support coordination or support partnerships is not hands on and therefore presents less
risk and as such can be entrusted to sole traders, when in fact, one should argue that
support coordination is critically important and failure to deliver quality support coordination
is high risk for NDIS participants in terms of outcomes; or

b) Support coordination and support partnerships services are delivered by “professionals” so
sole traders should be permitted, but other “hands-on disability support work” is not
professional, which undervalues and undermines the important role of disability support
workers and the diverse roles in the sector.

I welcome HireUps acknowledgement of sole traders as “trusted support professionals”.
I also welcome HireUp’s interest in expanding their business model as a demonstration of how
mixed-models have a role in improving outcomes for both support providers and clients.
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Secondly, it is well understood that HireUp is a registered disability provider. However, HireUp’s
supplementary response does not explain whether they require minimum qualifications and if and
how they check qualifications of support workers as a registered provider, nor does it explain or
contradict the testimony given by their Head of Service in the Aged Care Royal Commission,
repeated here for convenience:

“MR GRAY QC: Sorry, I’ll come to that in a minute, but firstly, can I ask what are the steps
HireUp takes, if any, to ensure that a worker offering to perform services in a particular
category is an appropriate person to be providing services in that category? Is there some
form of checking of their qualifications or anything of that kind?

MS TIMMINS: No, we don’t check qualifications. We do collect those and then the person
with a disability, if they have a requirement for a specific qualification for them individually,
they can check those with the support worker”1

Unlike Mable, and based on their own evidence, HireUp appears not to require qualifications for
personal care services, nor have they explained how they check qualifications so participants are
not left entirely with this responsibility. If they have a verification policy like Mable’s that explains how
they, as an NDIS Registered Provider, check qualifications for all their employed workers, then it
would have been helpful if this had been clearly communicated and provided in their supplementary
submission.

I note HireUp’s comments regarding registered providers. Agency managed participants are
required to use registered providers and cannot directly access the Mable platform. Mable does not
purport to be a registered provider.  However, more than 80 per cent of NDIS participants choose to
self and plan manage and have the choice and control to engage unregistered providers. This is
considered fundamental to the rights that underpin the NDIS. To suggest that NDIS participants
don’t have the capacity to make informed choices undermines the human rights and choice and
control of people with disabilities.

HireUp’s supplementary submission selectively quotes other submissions. There are obviously
diverse views among the many submissions.

Finally, at no time do HireUp refer to the voice of the client or worker to support their claims. This is
deeply regrettable as the NDIS is meant to be about participants taking control over their supports to
live a good life. What it is not meant to be, is a traditional provider saying they know what is best for
participants and people who provide support. This behaviour is why the NDIS was created in the
first place.

By embracing human rights, individualised funding and choice and control, the NDIS and Consumer
Directed Care in home care necessarily causes the market for services to evolve. If we are to
improve disability and aged care outcomes and attract the diverse people and services needed in
communities around Australia that will enable everyone to live independently, with dignity and
choice, and be included in their community, then the entry of small businesses and sole traders

1 ACRC testimony P-8869 and p-8879
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should be embraced - whether they choose to offer services directly or via a marketplace platform.
We should resist a one size fits all solution where providers or union representatives make
decisions about what is best for people and what safeguards are needed. In this new consumer-led
and community-led marketplace, there is an important role for safeguards for consumers and
workers, and a contemporary, risk proportionate approach to regulation that supports rather than
inhibits choice and control.

While vested interests raise concerns over quality and risk of new models of support, it is rarely
based on any evidence. Mable on the other hand has provided or referenced evidence of the
improved outcomes being enabled by diverse support models. Mable focuses on improving
outcomes for people who provide support as well as people who offer support. Fundamentally, we
ought to support the human rights of choice and control for people with a disability and older
Australians along with recognising the importance of safeguards and protections for all parties in
support relationships.

Yours sincerely

Peter Scutt

Chief Executive Officer and Co-founder
Mable Technologies Pty Ltd
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Screenshots from 9 March 2022:
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